ABSTRACT This paper presents an integrated route planning algorithm to provide optimal routes and corresponding charging schemes for EVs (Electric vehicles) users with different travel objectives based on spot price and traffic conditions. With the development of EVs, more users are facing difficulties to find a charging route that satisfy their demands. To solve the problem, the route planning algorithm is improved based on classified travel objectives, meanwhile the spot price forecast model is established to provide the user's economic assessment. Firstly, the classification of user's travel objectives is completed and the evaluation indicators are proposed. Secondly, a time-window electricity price forecasting based on the GRU (Gated recurrent unit) neural network is established to generate pricing information for route planning algorithm. Finally, SAA (Simulated annealing algorithm) is combined with A * (A-star) algorithm and Dijkstra algorithm to gain the integrated route planning algorithm. Also, the algorithm provides the users with optimal charging paths considering travel objective and price prediction. The results of the optimal routes are displayed on App (application) so that the users can choose their own charging paths and control EV's charging at any time. The simulations prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale access of renewable energy vehicles has brought new loads with great fluctuation to the power grid [1] . For this reason, many researchers regulate the charging tendency by controlling price or demand-side means like V2G (Vehicle-to-grid), which can satisfy different sides such as grid interests, user interests or load stabilization [2] - [5] . Facing charging period and specific pricing system, it is necessary to formulate an independent route planning scheme emphasized on the individual users, traffic network and grid information [6] , [7] . Suitable route planning can specify the impact of electricity price on users.
To guide EV's route selection under TOU (Time-of-use) electrovalence, the ''vehicle-road-grid'' model is introduced in [8] . The impact of charging load on distribution network
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is analyzed and it can be eased through certain pricing scheme [9] - [11] . The optimal operation of power and transportation networks is a complicated but promising study [12] . Through intelligent navigation system, EV load can help maintain the voltage level of power grid while reducing charging costs [13] , but currently it only involves shortdistance charging guidance, and focuses on the safe operation of distribution network. By combining the charging strategies of operators and EV owners, charging point selection method can be proposed to integrate the interests of both sides [14] . However, the charging guidance does not focus on the user side, and specific travel route is not proposed. Similarly, selecting the best charging station for electric taxis through large-scale GPS data mining can effectively reduce the time cost of taxis [15] . Methods of public transportation provides reference but cannot be applied to private EV path planning with clear travel direction. In other researches, optimal driving mode of hybrid-energy vehicle and the path planning algorithm considering gas for fuel vehicles are proposed [16] , [17] .
Spot price is the electrovalence set according to the actual operation status of the power grid in a relatively short pricing interval (15 min). The current TOU electricity price can be regarded as its special case [18] , [19] . The acquisition and accurate prediction of real-time charging price is the basis for EV users to respond to the regulation through pricing. Meanwhile, price information is essential for charging route planning and is also needed by EV users to control charging.
At present, Dijkstra algorithm, which is the most classical algorithm to solve SSSP (Single-source shortest path) problem, is the major path planning algorithm used in navigation, [17] , [20] . A * algorithm further brings a heuristic function [21] which adds directionality to the searching process to the Dijkstra algorithm and thus accelerates the searching. SAA (Simulated annealing algorithm) is a fast optimization algorithm, which meets the high-efficiency requirements of charging cost optimization in route planning. Considering the actual demand of EV owners and the existing EV internal optimization control system [22] , this paper proposes an integrated optimal route planning algorithm which combines the traditional path planning algorithms with SAA optimization. It provides users with optimal routes and corresponding charging schemes based their own travel objectives.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) The travel objectives of EV users is classified and the corresponding evaluation indicators are proposed. (2) A time-window price forecast algorithm based on GRU model is proposed; (3) Integrated route planning algorithm is proposed as a respond to each travel objective. This paper analyzed the influencing factors of EV route planning and classified the travel objectives in section II. Then spot price is introduced and the user-side charging price prediction based on time window and GRU neural network is realized in section III. In section IV specific route planning algorithms are improved and applied on each objective. In Section V, a certain area is selected to verify the algorithms proposed under different cases. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. The symbols used in this paper are detailed in Table 1 .
II. INFLUENCE FACTORS OF EV ROUTE PLANNING
EV route planning is influenced by transportation network, charging stations and grid, EV users. As shown in Fig. 1 , these factors compose the EV route planning for different user objectives.
A. TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
The traffic is the major factor considered in the route planning of vehicle-borne navigation for traditional vehicles. The navigation matches the real-time location of the EV with the actual road through map matching function. It acquires traffic information through the communication with the control center, thus completes the real-time path planning. Traffic factor is an important part of calculating travel time when planning the route of EV.
(1) Regional traffic network: It includes different road nodes and the paths between nodes. Regional traffic network is static data information, which combines the location of charging stations to form the path map for route planning. (2) Vehicle speed in different sections: The average speed of each section of roads is used to evaluate the time required for EVs to travel on different paths through the real-time traffic situation obtained from the control center. It will be expressed as the time required to travel between any two points on the path map. Transportation network and charging stations' locations constitute the constraints of traffic. The road map refined from traffic network is the basis of route planning.
B. CHARGING STATIONS AND GRID
The location of charging stations will cooperate with road information to form the path map. The power information of the grid and the charging demand of EV also need to meet each other. The factors affecting the route planning of charging stations and grid are as follows:
(1) Spot price: As formulated according to the status of power grid, different charging stations and time will bring different charging price to the EV owners. Realtime forecast of electrovalence is the core of charging cost calculation. The forecast algorithm is introduced in detail in section III. (2) Vacancy of charging piles: The number of charging piles in each charging station is limited. When the charging station is in a traffic-intensive position, the charging piles there are likely to be occupied by the vehicles. Users need to wait for a period of time to charge at that station. The waiting time will be recorded in the total travel time. (3) Location of stations: As mentioned before, the location of charging stations will be added to the transportation network and become a node directly, thus forming the path map.
C. EV USERS
As the principal part of planning, EV's real-time vehicle condition and its owner's subjective choice will directly affect the result of route planning. In fact, the objectives of EV users are the dominant factor in deciding the travel path.
(1) Situation of EV: In order to ensure that the batteries do not aging rapidly, EV batteries have upper and lower limits of SOC (State of charge) and charging speed in normal use. The limits and SOC values at the beginning of the path planning determine the distance EV can continue to travel and the amount of charging required. (2) Objectives of EV users: EV user's travel objectives include in-situ, close-range and long-distance travelling, short-time parking or long-time parking. The evaluation of the route planning results mainly involves the total travel time and charging costs, and more detailed will also take into account the travel mileage, whether passes express way and so on. The demand of vehicle owner is the dominant factor as the target of route planning. There are different forms of demand path planning based on different requirements, which will be described in detail in section IV. In this paper, EV owners' travel objectives are divided into three categories: in-situ charging, close-range travel and multi-site travel. The situation analysis is shown in Table 2 .
(1) In-situ charging (no.1-2): When the owner is already near the destination, and needs to find a charging station nearby for charging. At this time, charging time can be selected, immediate charging at the station is not necessary. (2) Close-range travel (no. [3] [4] [5] : When the EV owner's travel distance is not very far, only one charging station is needed to satisfy the energy needed, there are two possible conditions: whether the vehicle needs to be parked at the charging station and how long the vehicle will park at the station. In view of the three situations, different planning algorithms are adopted.
(3) Multi-site travel (no. [6] [7] [8] : When the owner needs to travel through two or more charging stations, the charging schemes at different charging stations should be arranged. At this time, there are also three cases as those for close-range travel. Owners tend to park as few charging stations as possible, so this situation only occurs in long-distance travel. In-situ charging and close-range travel only need to find one charging station, while the trip involving two charging stations are included in the multi-site travel. whether the user needs to park the vehicle in the charging station after arriving at the destination and the length of staying period in the station also influence the route.
When charging in situ, the residence time is determined according to the actual needs of the owner. Long residence time in Table 1 represents that the EV will be parked overnight. Under this condition, the costs in different charging stations are basically the same. Therefore, the route planning algorithm will be simplified for long residence time.
When traveling in close range, there is a situation that the EV will not park at the station, and it will stop at any place near the destination after charging halfway. Different from in-situ charging, the algorithm used is changed to A * and its improved algorithm, which can improve the computational efficiency, for close-range travel has a clear destination.
When traveling through multiple stations, the situation is the same as that at close distance. While it tends to be an optimization problem in charging path planning, for multiple stations are involved, thus a special A * -SAA is adopted by combining A * algorithm and SAA.
III. REAL-TIME FORECAST OF EV CHARGING PRICE

A. SIGNIFICANCE OF REAL-TIME PRICE FORECAST
The application of spot price in the operation of charging pile is an effective means to assist stabilizing the status of power grid by controlling EV load. Spot price is set by the power company at certain intervals (15 min) according to the variation law of marginal benefit, loss and other indicators when EV load is added to each charging station. The distribution of EV load can be controlled by setting formulated spot price, which can reduce network loss, cut peak, fill valley, and improve the security of power grid.
The formulation of spot price is not introduced in detail in this paper. In EV path planning, only the actual and predicted values of real-time charging price are concerned. Real-time price forecast is needed to calculate the economic indicator of the route planning algorithm. Users are bound to choose charging stations with lower prices. Therefore, the charging price must be considered in the route planning. In addition, users will start or stop the charging according to the price predicted. The effect of electricity price forecast on the behavior of EV users is shown in Fig. 2 . The result of route planning and the corresponding optimal charging scheme are related to the predicted price. Actually, as time passing while the user is driving or waiting, the predicted price will become ineffective gradually. When the real price is widely divergent with the expected value, users will autonomously control the EV according to the actual price or short-term price forecast which is more accurate. As shown in Fig. 2 , the actual charging time is shorter than the planned period, for the rising price prompts the user to terminate charging.
Therefore, the price forecast algorithm should be divided into two parts: firstly, solve the long-term price forecasting for route planning, providing the trend of price fluctuation; Secondly, achieve accurate price forecasting results in a short period over time.
B. FORECAST METHOD BASED ON TIME WINDOW
The pricing information of power companies and operators cannot be obtained from the user side, so the historical data of electricity price will be used for forecasting. Since the time when EV owners start and stop charging is not exactly the time when the price changes, a sliding window is set up to intercept the real-time change of charging cost. The price forecast is understood as a task of mapping from sequence to sequence, that is, from a historical sequence electricity price to a future sequence of price. Thus, the Encoder-Decoder framework constructed by GRU neuron core is used to complete the 60-minute price forecasting over time and the overall price forecasting task for the entire day. The training task of neural network which runs background will not affect the real-time performance of the forecast.
Price forecasting task for EV is divided into two parts: intraday prediction and time-window prediction. On one hand, intraday prediction provides users with a long-term (360 minutes) trend for the future price, while the timewindow prediction only sets a short time (60 minutes) with higher accuracy for the price forecasting.
With the passage of EV travel time, a new actual charging price will be obtained every 15 minutes, so the forecast results need to be updated every 15 minutes. Thus, the price forecast in 60 minutes will be updated dynamically with the passage of time, forming a sliding time window. On the left side of the time window is the historical price, on the right side is the forecast result of the intraday prediction, and inside the time window is the accurate forecast result of the time-window prediction. The time-window prediction is applied to travel route planning within 60 minutes, while intraday prediction is used to supplement price information with longer time. At the same time, users can compare the price of different charging stations or different time to control and choose their own charging scheme.
1) GATED RECURRENT UNIT
GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit), also called gated cyclic unit, simplifies the structure of long-short term neural network LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory). The cell structure of GRU neural network is shown in Fig. 2(a) , which adopts twogate structure of reset gate and update gate instead of threegate structure of forget gate, input gate and output gate. The reset gate is used to select which parts of the hidden state h t−1 from the previous time step and the input x t of the current time step will be forgotten. On the other hand, the update gate selects which parts of h t−1 and x t need to be passed on. The forward transfer formula of GRU is shown in formula (1) .
Among them, x t and y t are the input and output of a GRU cell. z t , r t ,h t , h t are the output of update gate, the output of reset gate, the storage and hiding state of the past information at time t; σ (a) represents a processed by sigmoid function (that is, output value between 0 and 1 after the non-linear processing); W z , W r , Wh, W o correspond to the weight matrix of z t , r t ,h t and the output; [a, b] represents the splicing matrix of a and b.
2) ENCODER-DECODER FRAMEWORK
The Encoder-Decoder framework maps input features into an encoding vector with fixed dimension through the Encoder network, and then decodes the encoding vector into a desired output through the Decoder network. The structure of the framework is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Firstly, the framework takes data features x 1 , · · · , x T as input of Encoder, generating encoding vectors C. Then it takes C as the initial value of label y 1 , · · · , y T −1 to fill the input of Decoder. Finally, generate the predicted value. The prediction is compared with the real price data, and the learning rate of each parameter W z , W r , Wh, W o is adjusted dynamically by moment estimation to minimize the mean square error and complete the training of the model. 
3) OVERALL PROCESS OF PRICE FORECAST
The flow chart of the real-time charging price forecast is shown in Fig. 4 . After preprocessing and dividing the historical data sets into sequences, the training is carried out according to the different structures of the intraday prediction model and the time-window prediction model. Then input part of the historical data and real-time price to the trained model to complete the both intraday and time-window prediction. The forecast results will be updated every 15 minutes. As for EV route planning, the time-window result is used to forecast the price first, and the intraday result is used when the period is insufficient.
The output of the charging price forecast module, which can provide reference for the EV owner to control the car to charge or discharge, will be displayed directly in the interface of EV supervisory control App.
IV. ROUTE OPTIMIZATION MODULE BASED ON USER'S OBJECTIVES A. PARAMETER DETERMINATION
After determining the objectives of EV owners, the travel time and charging price are analyzed as the main evaluation indicators of the optimal charging route. The travel time is the upper target. When the charging costs of two paths are different, the optimal path will be updated to the path with lower cost. The specific algorithm is given in section IV (B). In this paper, the charging path planning is based on the road model with the node of charging station.
1) TRAVEL TIME
EV travel time consists of three parts: driving time, charging time and waiting time. In the regional path map, when a certain path is selected, the driving time can be expressed as follows:
Among them, r i denotes the i st section of the route R from the starting point to the end point. d r i is the length of this section.v r i (t)is the average speed of the vehicles running in real-time traffic.
EV charging time represents the total period of charging at the charging station (excluding the time parking or waiting):
Among them, g j represents the j th charging station that EV will charging at in the path R. s is the full capacity of EV battery. SOC stands for the state of charge, SOC j indicating the variation of SOC after charging in g j . In order to set appropriate value of SOC j for the route planning, the value is selected by setting the allowable range by the user directly in the interface of EV supervisory control App according to the price forecast. P j is the charging power of the charging pile. η j is the charging efficiency.
Waiting time is the time spent waiting for charging at different stations.
Among them, t w,j represents the waiting time before charging at g j .
Walking time indicates the time it takes for the user to walk to the destination after parking at the charging station.
2) CHARGING PRICE
Through the real-time electricity price prediction algorithm in Section III, the predicted electricity price can be obtained, and the charging cost can also be calculated. The charging cost for EV travel can be expressed as C ev : 
Among them, C ev represents the charging cost. t s,j and t e,j are the starting time and ending time of the EV at station g j , respectively. c j (t) is the corresponding price at time t. According to the difference between the actual price and the predicted price, c j (t) can be selected as the actual price or the price predicted by GRU network. t And t are the change time of electricity price after time t and the time point of price changing before and after time t respectively. t s,j and t e,j can be expressed as:
Among them, n is the number of charging stations in the selected path. The actual price will be different from the prediction, so the actual charging price will also be calculated in the simulation and compared with the predicted price. In route planning, the predicted price is directly used to search the path and calculate the charging cost to recommend optimal paths for users. The forecast price and the real-time price will be displayed on EV App together. In addition to predicting the price of electricity as a reference, when the real-time price rises rapidly, users can choose to charge part of the electricity and leave the charging station. if users park at a charging station, they can stop charging through App when the price rises, and continue charging when it falls back.
3) CONSTRAINTS
In addition to the road network constraints with charging station nodes added in Fig. 1 , special EV constraints need to be added to the process of solving the optimal route of EV.
Among them, SOC j represents the SOC when EV starts charging at the station g j . ε min is the minimum allowable SOC, which is set by the user, as well as the maximum SOC s set . v c,max is the maximum speed of charging.
At present, the efficiency of navigation algorithm is improved mainly by layering the road network and other pretreatment methods. In this paper, the classical navigation algorithm is improved to meet the need of optimal charging route planning.
B. ROUTE PLANNING ALGORITHM
According to different travel objectives chosen, the existing path planning algorithms are combined with SAA, and thus forming integrated route planning algorithm to apply for EVs. In the process of route searching, the SOC value of any node will be updated automatically. If formula (7) is not satisfied, the path will be disabled directly. route planning module provides users with multiple routes.
1) IMPROVED DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM
To find a charging station nearby and park there for a long period for the in-situ charging situation, Dijkstra algorithm is used to find the nearest charging station free of waiting.
Multi-terminal Dijkstra algorithm: The charging cost is different when parking for a short time, so continue searching until we find the preset n h stations or reach the farthest distance is needed after finding the nearest charging station. For path map searching, time is used as distance function.
In formula (9), R k denotes the set of paths heading to node k. µ t is the value of the proportional parameter of the estimated power consumption function, and time
represents the charging time required for driving through R k .
For in-situ charging, the searching is shown in the blue area of Fig. 5 with small search range and the uncertain direction. In Fig. 5 , the blue nodes are the charging stations. Looking for VOLUME 7, 2019 the charging station near node 8, then nodes 7, 16 and 18 will be found. The process of the in-situ charging is shown in Fig. 6(a) .
2) IMPROVED A * ALGORITHM
Multi-terminal A * algorithm: When close-range traveling to a certain destination and finally parking a charging station, it is necessary to use A * algorithm to find the charging stations near the destination first, and then search for the route from the current location to the stations found.
Multi-step A * algorithm: When close-range traveling and not stopping at a charging station, it is necessary to continue searching after finding the shortest route until the ratio of the new path length to the shortest length exceeds λ h . This parameter influences the search times and output efficiency
In the charging path planning, the choice of f (k) is:
In the formula, the time-consuming evaluation t (k,des) is based on the mean of historical data from node k to the target node. µ h is a proportional parameter controlling direction function h (k). Set µ h ≤ 0.9 to ensure the accuracy of the results and improve the efficiency as well. Generally, largerµ h increases the speed and uncertainty. µ SOC (SOC k ) is inversely related to SOC k . t k,c represents the time needed to travel from node k to the nearest charging station.
The improved A * algorithm is applied to close-range travel. Its sketch map is shown in the red area of Fig. 5 . From node 12 to 21, there is a fixed direction during the searching, and if the EV needs to be parked at the charging station, it should firstly search backwards from destination 21 to charging station 14, 20 and 22. The process of closerange travel route planning is shown in Fig. 6 (b) .
3) A * -SAA A * -SAA is designed to complete multi-site travel planning, main process is as follows:
Firstly, use SAA to calculate the optimal charging scheme of all charging station nodes in the current path being searching;
Secondly, for repeated access of charging station nodes, if formula (10) is satisfied, update the charging scheme and path, otherwise it will not be updated.
In formula (10), C i and C i are the new charging cost and the stored cost for the charging station searched. T i and T i are the corresponding time spent on the path respectively. µ c,t are the proportion coefficient of cost and time spent.
For the newly acquired complete path, if its timeconsuming length is more than λ h times the shortest path's, the route planning will be withdrawn.
The path map searched of multi-site travel is shown in the green area of Fig. 5 . The search range is wide, and there is also a fixed direction. It passes through multiple charging stations and provides the optimal charging scheme. The process of A * -SAA is shown in Fig. 6(c) .
Route planning algorithms responding to different travel objectives are shown in Table 3 . 
C. OVERALL PROCESS OF EV ROUTE PLANNING
The general process of EV route planning and corresponding supervisory control App are shown in Fig. 7 . According to the initial information of the road network, the price prediction data obtained by the forecast algorithm in section III and the objectives set by the EV user, the route planning algorithm will be carried out, and the recommendations of optimal routes and charging schemes will be completed. In EV supervisory control App, the optimal charging routes will be displayed, as well as the real-time price and the result of price forecast, providing EV users with references and assisting them in deciding whether to continue charging. Users can directly select their own charging routes and control the charging status of the vehicle by using the App. According to the user's travel objectives and variable requirements for the route, the App will update the operating status of the vehicle and re-plan the route. The interface of the App is given in section V.
V. CASE ANALYSIS A. SIMULATION SCENARIO
Using the actual distribution of charging stations in a certain area, the simulation is carried out. The distribution of road network and charging stations is shown in Fig. 8 Fig. 9(a) , and the corresponding charging price of each station is shown in Fig. 9(b) . The charging price is limited to fluctuate between RMB 1 yuan and 4 yuan, and spot price with an interval of 15 minutes is applied. There are obvious peaks and valleys in the curve of charging load. The valleys are between 9:00 -10:00 and between 23:00 -1:00, the peaks are between 2:00 -6:00 and between 12:00 -18:00. The route planning can be completed according to the predicted price and path map.
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
Configure the parameters of the prediction model in section III to fulfill the forecast algorithm of real-time charging price: set the learning rate of the model to 0.002, regularization parameter to 0.002, train 9,000 times iteratively, and the size of a single learning data to 80. Both Encoder VOLUME 7, 2019 and Decoder contain 60 GRU neurons in one layer, which are output through a fully connected layer.
As for route planning algorithm in section IV, the maximum number of sites n h is set 3. The proportional parameter of path length λ h is 1.3. Thus, no more than 3 routes will be found. The evaluation parameter µ t of power consumption is 0.1. µ h is set 0.9 so that g (k) will be relatively larger than h (k) and the accuracy can be ensured. When the SOC is less than 20%, the reciprocal of 10 · SOC k is adopted as µ SOC (SOC k ). and the proportion coefficient µ c,t of cost and time is set 1.
The power consumption of EV of 100 km is between 12 kWh and 18 kWh, and the total storage capacity is between 30 kWh and 60 kWh. Therefore, the parameters of EV are set 0.15 kWh per kilometer of power consumption and 60 kWh of total storage capacity. According to the parameters of EV, the corresponding charging rate is selected: 60 kW for fast charging and 10 kW for slow charging. When the user needs to park at the charging station, the charging plan defaults to fast charging to 80% SOC and slow charging to 100% SOC. When charging during the journey, the charging plan requires that more than 70% SOC be guaranteed arriving at the destination. The charging and routing can be controlled by the user autonomously. The waiting information of charging stations is shown in Table 4 , it is recommended to use real-time waiting time when setting charging route.
C. PREDICTION OF SPOT PRICE
The model is trained with the historical price of the charging station with capacity of 2304 kVA. LSTM neurons with the same structure of Encoder-Decoder were used as control group. The predicted results are shown in Fig. 10 .
The effect of time-window price forecast is shown in Fig. 10(a) , the size of window is 60 min and the result will be updated every 15 min.
The red and dark green lines in Figure 10 (b) represent the LSTM model and GRU model's predicted curves every 15 minutes based on the actual electricity price obtained. The orange and light green curves represent intraday prediction results, and dark curves for time-window prediction.
The errors between the predicted results and the actual values are shown in Table 5 . RMSE and MAPE are two commonly used error evaluation parameters, representing root mean square error and average absolute percentage error respectively. The prediction effect of LSTM and GRU is very close. In contrast, the GRU model increased by 0.71% in the intraday prediction and had fewer model parameters, so the GRU model was chosen. Short-term time-window prediction is necessary, for the accuracy of time-window prediction is significantly higher than that of the intraday prediction, the use of time-window prediction effectively reduces the possibility of EV users choosing the unsatisfactory route. The MAPE value of time-window prediction is about 1.5%, and that of the day prediction is about 7%. The time-window price forecasting can provide accurate short-term price forecasting results, and the real-time price forecasting model can be applied to charging route planning. Moreover, when the planning time of charging path exceeds 60 minutes, the price calculation will be supplemented by the forecasting results of intraday price.
D. RESULT OF EV ROUTE PLANNING
For different travel objectives, different scenarios are set to verify the effectiveness of EV route planning algorithm. Meanwhile, traditional path planning only aiming at time or distance factor is also carried out as a control group.
1) ANALYSIS OF IN-SITU CHARGING RESULTS
When the EV user's travel objective is to charge in situ, set the start point and end point as shown in Fig. 11(a) , departing at 18 p.m., while the initial state of SOC is 60%. Search the optimal charging station for 3-hour or long-term parking.
According to the green line in Fig. 11(a) , three charging stations are searched: No. 10, No. 13 and No. 14, while only No. 14 is found in traditional path planning (grey line under green one). The results are in accordance with the actual situation, for Station No. 14 is nearest to the start point. The information of path and charging cost are shown in Table 6 , and the evaluation indicators of optimal route is plotted in a radar chart of Fig. 12 , in which cases of parking for long is plotted with darker colors. It can be seen that the price factor is very small (all 0.97 yuan/kWh) when parking for long, the choice of path is mainly decided by distance or temporal factor. For this scenario, charging station No. 14 is recommended in both in-situ and traditional path planning. When parking for a short time, the charging prices are different (0.97, 2.39 and 1.96, all smaller than 2.41 for traditional route), users can choose any station according to their sensitivity to the electricity price.
The simulation of in-situ charging shows that the route planning can clearly find out the nearby stations and calculate the optimal charging schemes. The charging cost will be much smaller than traditional path. With the cooperation of electricity price forecast, the accurate optimal charging route can be recommended for car owners.
2) ANALYSIS OF CLOSE-RANGE TRAVEL RESULTS
Set the initial SOC value of EV to 20% and charge for at least 15 minutes. Set the destination as the red dot in Fig. 11(a) . The result is shown in the orange path and red path, and traditional path shown in grey lines in Fig. 11(a) , which corresponds to the actual situation. The orange path indicates that EV is finally parked at a charging station, while the red path indicates that the EV arrives at the destination. The information of path and cost is also shown in Table 6 and in the radar chart of Fig. 13 . When EV will not be parked in a charging station, stations No. 13, No. 14, No. 16 may be passed by. Station No. 13 needs to wait for 5 minutes. Station No. 14 is the same as tradition route and prices 3.84 yuan/kWh. Station No. 16 needs more driving distance. Compared with traditional route passed Station No. 14, the optimal charging routes provide other route choices with lower costs. If the charging is completed with lower price, the burden of grid will be lightened simultaneously.
When EV is to be parked at a charging station, the black dotted line in Fig. 11(a) The simulation of close-range travel shows that compared with traditional path, the route planning algorithm can reduce the impact of travel time, provide users with the appropriate optimal path and the expected charging price, considering the user's final parking position.
3) ANALYSIS OF MULTI-SITE TRAVEL RESULTS
Starting from the position of station No. 1 in Fig. 11(b) , proceed to station No. 28 (assuming that these two stations cannot charge EV). Only simulate the most common situation that EV passes through a charging station and finally stops at another. The rest of the multi-station trip will be more than 100 kilometers. In such cases, EV will charge at stations on the freeway, and the path planning problem will be changed into a simple charging station selection problem. Users can directly choose according to the change of the charging station price shown in App, so this part will not be present in the simulation.
The three planned paths are shown in the red line and the orange line in Fig. 11(b) , also the grey line shows the traditional route. The red line indicates the charging path that EV is finally parked at Station No. 26, while the orange line indicates the path that will be parked at Station No. 27. Path information and charging costs are also shown in Table 6 . Its radar chart is shown in Fig. 14. 1-5 -27, 1-7-27 and 1-5-26 represent different routes respectively. It can be seen that besides waiting time, the difference of travel time, travel distance and walking time between different routes is smaller. It is because when the distance becomes longer, the extra distance generated by bypassing into charging station will be relatively smaller. Currently, the charging price becomes an important reference index for choosing the path. When the EV charging at station No. 5, the average charging price is maintained at about 1 yuan/kWh. After checking, the electricity price of station No. 5 is maintained at the lowest point during the period from 18:00 to 19:00. Therefore, EV will be charged up to 70% of the power in No. 5 station in the planning, and will be charged during the final park-and-charge period of station No. 26 or 27. The charging prices of stations No. 26 and 27 are also close to 1 yuan/kWh. The waiting time can be avoided by the route of station No.7, but the average charging price will rise to 1.3 yuan/kWh.
However, by using traditional path planning, parking at a charging station will not be considered and thus enhancing the average cost to 2.48 and 3.82 yuan/kwh. Other indicators are basically the same.
The simulation of multi-station travel shows that the path planning algorithm can find the station with the lowest charging price through multiple charging stations. The planned route can recommend routes better than the traditional route. Radar maps drawn by evaluation indicators can clearly show the advantages and disadvantages of charging path for users to refer to and select their routes independently.
E. EV SUPERVISORY CONTROL APP
The interface of EV supervisory control App is shown in Fig. 15 in which the interfaces of path planning and charging control are shown. The functions of the App include EV status monitoring, charging facilities information, charging route planning, charging status controlling. In the path planning, users can modify the lower limit of SOC, expected parking time at charging station and other information. The remaining parameters of the path planning can be set in detail. Charging station status is indicated on the map and road condition information can be displayed. The charging path given by the software will be displayed to the user in the form of radar charts and lists. After the user chooses the path, he begins to navigate.
The charging control interface includes the information of current charging pile, historical data of charging price, and time window prediction data. At the same time, users can check the current charging situation of the vehicle, according to the predicted electricity price trend, control the EV to stop charging when the electricity price rises, and then continue charging when the price falls back.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of EV users' demand, this paper proposes a real-time forecast algorithm of charging price based on time window and specific route planning algorithm for EV users' travel objectives. The following conclusions are drawn:
A. CLASSIFICATION OF TRAVEL OBJECTIVES
The objectives of EV users are divided into three types: in-situ charging, close-range travel and multi-site travel. Furthermore, the actual demand EV users can be divided into eight types according to whether the EV will parked at charging stations or not and the length of parking time. According to the simulation, the comprehensiveness of the classification and validity of using travel distance, travel time, waiting time, walking time and average charging cost to evaluate charging path is proved.
B. PRICE FORECAST OF EV CHARGING
The real-time forecast of EV charging price based on GRU neural network can accurately predict the charging price in the near future. In the simulation of the actual charging station, the MAPE of the time window price forecasting is 1.57%, the RMSE is 0.131, while the MAPE of the day price forecasting is 6.51% and the RMSE is 0.236. When using the predicted price to simulate the path planning, the differences between actual charging price and the predicted one are less than 10%. Therefore, the proposed price prediction algorithm based on time window can cooperate with the completion of charging path planning, and can be used as a reference for users to control EV charging.
C. SPECIFIC ROUTE PLANNING ALGORITHM FOR EV
The validity of route planning algorithms for in-situ charging, close-range travel and multi-site travel responding to the travel objectives of EV users are verified through simulation. In-situ charging planning can clearly identify nearby charging stations and calculate the optimal charging scheme and corresponding charging costs. Close-range travel can minimize the impact of travel time, providing users with recommendation of optimal charging path and expected charging price while considering the final parking position of EV. multi-site travel can deal with the problem of multiple stops at charging stations, and find the charging location of the lowest charging price, while ensuring that the length of suggested path will be close to the shortest path of ordinary vehicles. Five kinds of evaluation indicators are plotted on radar charts to visualize the relative merits and demerits of the charging route. The EV supervisory and control App designed according to the real-time price prediction and charging route planning can provide users with information of EV, charging stations, optimal routes, electricity price. Meanwhile, it realizes the remote-control function and providing users with the ability to respond to the electricity price conveniently.
The route planning algorithm and corresponding software presented in this paper are under pilot run in a certain place. With enough data gathered, parameters in the algorithm will be continuous updated for every user. Also, the function of price forecast can be improved by using real-time navigation information of all EVs in the future. In addition, Incentive scheme considering grid loss is under investigation and will be integrated so that EV users will have more motivation to respond to the demands of power grid. The intelligent utilization of EVs is an important subject in the near future. With collaboration of EV, grid and traffic network, globally optimum operation will be realized.
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